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Facts:
-

Thrash / Death Metal inspired by traditional melodic influences

-

Hitting the stage for more than 10 years now – supporting Six Feet Under on tour and headline in Russia

-

Releases: two Demo CDs, one EP entitled “Absolute Zero” and the full length album “Human Edge (…to the Abyss)”

-

Each release being played on air and brought a lot of very positive reviews in a number of magazines and webzines

-

Currently working together with Andy Classen recording the new album „Mirror Consturction (…a disordered
World)“ which is to come out in 2017
Biography:
In the German underground MINDREAPER have been well known for their traditional melodic Thrash / Death Metal for ten
years now. During this time the band has been playing countless shows in clubs (i.e. supporting Vader, Tankard, Hatesphere,
Squealer, Accu§er, Burden of Grief and Lay Down Rotten) as well as hitting the stage on various open air festivals. So far the
shows to be considered highlights for MINDREAPER have been two gigs at the Metalfest Germany, the Ragnarok Open Air
and being support for Six Feet Under on their European Tour in 2016. This includes gigs in Germany as well as in Austria and
Switzer Land. In March 2017 MINDREAPER performed their first headlining tour in Russia which led them more than 6500 km
across the country. Having played in ten different clubs this tour led the guys even deep into the Siberian country side.
After they released two demo records already MINDREAPER presented their 5-track-EP “Absolute Zero” in 2009. In 2012 this
was followed by their first full length album “Human Edge (…to the Abyss)”. Both releases got a lot of very good reviews in a
number of national and international media (i.e. reviews for “Human Edge (…to the Abyss)” on metal.de 8/10, Legacy 13/15,
metalunderground.at (Austria) 4/5, Ave Noctum (England) 8,5/10 and many more). Also songs taken from “Human Edge (…to
the Abyss)” where played on air on several internet radio stations such as Metal Only, Rock Antenne Heavy Metal, Hard
Radioshow, Hart und Unabhängig and Deafness Radio.
The release of the second album “Mirror Construction (…a disordered World)” is scheduled for 2017. Once again
MINDREAPER will be working together with Andy Classen in his legendary Stage One Studio. But different from the
production of “Human Edge (…to the Abyss)“ Andy this time will be involved not only in the mastering process but also in
recording and mixing the whole album.

LineUp (f.l.t.r.): Christian "Ens" Schoenke (Bass), Sebastian "Sucking" Rehbein (Vocals),
Marcel Bangert (Guitars), Manuel Nozulak (Drums, Vocals)
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